Introduction

Upper limb pain is common among individuals living with a spinal cord injury (SCI). Prevalence of shoulder pain has been reported to range 30-73%, while wrist pain has a similar occurrence and elbow pain is less common. Despite its high prevalence, upper limb pain can be managed and prevented. Its effect on quality of life cannot be overlooked, especially since upper limb pain can be managed and prevented in people with SCI. Long-term preservation of upper limb function is critical for maintaining daily activities, minimizing pain, and maximizing overall quality of life.

General Recommendations

Recommendation #1: Movement Optimization
Movement optimization strategies are often sufficient to preserve function or reduce upper limb pain. For example, function may be improved by minimizing extreme or potentially injurious positions such as shoulder abduction with internal rotation (impingement position) or wrist hyperextension during weight bearing activities.

Recommendation #2: Adaptive Equipment
The use of adaptive equipment can greatly reduce the demands of various daily functions for person with SCI. Although there are many products available for purchase, meeting the specific needs of an individual with SCI will often require creative and individualized solutions.

Multiple strategies can reduce the demands of function through the use of equipment or by optimization of movement to increase efficiency and/or avoid tissue damage. It is important to keep in mind that there are many options that can be utilized to meet the demands of function for people with SCI, and these strategies should be individualized to each person’s needs. The use of evidence-based practice (through current literature support as well as patient preference) should guide the decision-making process. Refer to the other Fact Sheets in this series (Shoulder Preservation After SCI) for examples of strategies that optimize movement or use adaptive equipment to maximize ability and movement while preserving shoulder function.
Patient Education Resources

Education materials directed toward people with SCI are available:

- Exercise After Spinal Cord Injury


- Pain After Spinal Cord Injury with Supplement: Activity Modification for Musculoskeletal Pain
  - [https://msktc.org/sci/factsheets/pain](https://msktc.org/sci/factsheets/pain)
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